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Nuclear moments play a vital role in our effort to better understand the 
nucleus. The Electric Quadrupole Moment (Q) is an observable that        
relates directly to the shape and size of the nucleus. On the other hand, 
the Magnetic Dipole Moment (μ) is a quantum operator that describes 
the proton and neutron contents in a level’s wavefunction. Despite the 
significance of the above values, the related experimental data are scat-
tered throughout literature. As a result, the need to provide a user-friendly 
database that includes all the available experimental data is substantial. 

The current version includes information for nearly every element               
(up to Z = 118), with the most recent update having a cut-off date                   
2019-03-31.

The user interface of the database comprises of a search form based on 
the atomic/mass number. Alternatively, a periodic table or a Z-helix can 
be used, focusing solely on the atomic number of each element. 

By clicking on an isotope, all available values for each of its energy levels 
are displayed. Alternatively, the selection of any mass number will dis-
play the related data for a group of isobars.

To further assist the user, a help button with access to instructions and  
annonations is present. The accompanying blog, with additional infor-
mation on electromagnetic moments and the option to leave a comment 
is also available.

Collectively, the current update offers the most up-to-date experimen-
tal values. Future updates will aim at :
• Syncing data precisions with older tabulations, such as those by Fuller 

and Raghavan
• An easy-to-use mobile version 
• Providing plotting capabilities based on the reliable jpgraph php       

library
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The periodic table
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Why do we need a database for EM moments?

Major features of the current upgrade :
Magnetic Moments
Over 150 entries and 3 new experimental deduction methods of                      
electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole moments based on literature 
values found at NSR.
Radii 
Incorporation of rms nuclear charge radii(δ<r2>) published after 2017, 
found at NSR.
Spectroscopic info of isotopes
Syncing of level energies, half-lives and spin/parity values based on the 
ENSDF database. 
Overall, the database includes over  6363 levels with nuclear EM monents 
and charge radii. Every value may be accompanied by a reference stand-
ard and the experimental method employed to deduce it. Elementary 
particle data are also available, adopting directly the Particle Data Group 
Evaluations. Another key feature of this database is the inclusion of the 
NSR keywords and the DOI (digital object identifier) linked to the orig-
inal citations.
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